
2020 Workshop Descriptions 
 

Aaron Academy –  

Navigating Your Home School Journey 

If you are making the decision to home school this weekend, you will have 
many questions. How do I get started, is it legal and what is an umbrella? 
Aaron Academy has been assisting home school families for 20 years, along 
with our staff that has homeschooled their students and have seen them 
graduate, go on to college and now married with children. Time does fly by so 
quickly. You can tap into their knowledge with any questions or concerns you 
may have during the school year. 

We believe home education is your choice and our mission and our pleasure 
to serve the home school community. 

 
I would like to invite you come and hear how to begin your journey, ask your 
questions and make that decision to home school! 
As I look back on my own home school journey, I realized that I had 18 years 
with my two children and l would not trade one day of that time. Such 
precious memories! Build your own memories as you teach this year. 
 

 

Accelerated  Christian Education -  Robert Logan - Secrets to Developing Christ-like 
Character. 

 
 
Bryan College - Preparing for  College:  It's  Easier  Than  You  Might Think – 
Pat Wesolowski   
How can a parent be sure their students are prepared for life after high school?  When 
do you begin preparing and what all do you need to do in order to be sure your students 
are prepared for college? With intention and well-planning, it is not difficult to 
homeschool your high school student with confidence.  Find out more about dual 
enrolling, transcripts, scholarships and college testing. Do not rule out private colleges 
because there are many ways to bring down the cost of college! You can do this! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chattanooga Brain Core   -  This Thing Called ‘Neurofeedback’  
Dr. Rhonda Hamilton 
We hear it often – neuro-what? Even though it has been around for several decades 
many people have  
never heard of it. Or they’ve heard of it but they don’t really understand what it is or how 
it works.  
Neurofeedback, simply put, is guided exercise for the brain. It’s a simple process that 
requires very little  
effort on your part – you basically just have to show up and sit relatively still for 30 
minutes while  
watching a movie on a TV screen. So how can this fun activity help with ADHD, Anxiety, 
Mood Disorders,  
Behavior Issues, Depression, Learning Disorders and so much more!? Dr. Hamilton will 
answer that  
question when she teaches about the magic of Neurofeedback and how it can give you 
a better brain for  
a better you.  
 

Chattanooga State 

 

Classical Conversations  - Are you up to the Challenge? Homeschooling through 

high school: Teens, testing, transcripts and more!        

Do you find the thought of doing high school transcripts terrifying? What credits do they 

need? Are you even qualified to teach high school classes?  Should your student take 

ACT or SAT? When should they start testing? Does Classical Conversations cover all 

their credits? What about electives? Do CC students have time for anything else?   

Classical Conversations  - Firm Foundation from Class to Home 

 
 
Docet Docent (DoDo) – The Beauty of Botany: Using the Typewriter Aalphabet 
Botany Curriculum as your Child Grows 
Presenter: Eileen Chevalier 
 
Is a squash a fruit or a vegetable? Is a potato a root or a stem? 
  
As a homeschool mom, I found the resources for learning botany to be few and far 
between. Most of what I did find was full of inaccuracies. Merging my passions for 
design, teaching, and plants, I set out to create a curriculum to fill the gap. In this 
presentation, I will show you how to use our free online materials (YouTube classes, 
teacher guides, and coloring pages) and how to integrate the Typewriter Aalphabet 
Flashcards. Come see how this highly elastic 
 



Educating for Success - 5 Home Business Projects that Teach Financial Literacy 
and Create Income 
By Rhea Perry 
In this insightful session taught by an award-winning Internet business owner and 
veteran homeschool mom of 7, you will learn the fundamentals of five proven home 
businesses your family can start part-time that could possibly bring your dad home like 
they did! 

You’ll also learn why some of your children never finish a job, why others are not self-
motivated, and how to gain more freedom in your life.  
 
Educating for Success - How to Travel Better with Your Own Travel Business  
By Teresa Ball 
Discover the secret of how the travel industry shifted with the coming of the internet and 
how your family can create passive, leveraged and active incomes with your own 
business while 
also learning geography and having fun traveling! 
 

Heart of the Matter – Teach Reading Comprehension – Cynthia Simmons 

We want our children to go beyond decoding to understanding what they read and think 

critically. This workshop describes a good reader and demonstrates how to move your 

child toward processing the printed material thoroughly. 

Heart of the Matter – Solving the History Dilemma – Cynthia Simmons 

Among some people History has earned a reputation for being boring, yet the subject is 

essential to a good education. In this workshop, you’ll learn Biblical reasons to teach 

history and learn ways to make the subject come alive. 

 

High Point Climbing and Fittness 

 

Jeannette Tulis - Kindergarten at home: You can do this! 

  What is required? How can you keep it simple and encourage a love of learning that 

will carry into the future years? Jeannette will share favorite how-to resources as well as 

her favorites for each subject. Plus what makes a worthy picture book. A special 

welcome to those brand new to homeschooling. Be encouraged, you can do this! 

 

Jeannette Tulis -  Charlotte Mason’s Ideas for a Living Education in Your Home 

An introduction to the child as a person, living books, narration, nature study and the 

arts. 



 
 
Jessica Kaminski – Singapore Math  - Solve ANY Word Problem with Ease K- 6 
Help your student to comprehend word problems using research based reading 
strategies and  
Singapore Math Bar Modeling to truly visualize the operation when solving.  FREE 
practice problems and posters for understanding will be provided from a published 
Singapore Math Specialist! 
 
 
Jessica Kaminski – Singapore Math  - More Than Memorization: Mastery of Math 
Facts  
K - 6 
Mastery of math facts is essential in helping students move efficiently through more 
complex topics. Provide your student with Hands on  practice and games that help him 
or her to visualize math facts and remember them!  Tons of FREE resources will be 
provided! 
 

Joy Cherrick - Homeschooling with Toddlers and Babies in the Mix” 
 
 I will include family work, nature study, music etc and provide ideas for remaining sane 
through it all. 
 

Math – U - See 
 
Money Lit - Money Talks with Kids, are they important? 
 
Why do kids need to learn about financial literacy concepts beginning at a young age? 
During this workshop we will explore the benefits of introducing smart money concepts 
to kids through play, reading, discussion, and curriculum education. Kids are welcome 
to join as well as part of the workshop will be engaging them in these concepts so you 
can see first hand what concepts can be discussed and how they interact. You will also 
learn the breakdown of our curriculum and how you can implement this in your current 
curriculum as an educational enrichment activity each month. These concepts touch on 
economics, business, and STEM learning 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tonya Moreland/10 Thirty-one - Homeschooling? Know your “WHY”! 
and Other Practical Tips to Implement 
 
Do you want the upcoming homeschool year and all that follow to be a success? You 
must know 
your “WHY”! This workshop will help you discover, stand firm in, and proclaim your 
“WHY”, so  
that your family may successfully fulfill this mission. You will also gain new ideas and 
practical  
tools that can make your homeschooling journey enjoyable and easier. 
 
 
Tennessee Tech University - Ted McWilliams – Admission Counselor  
  
Overview of the Admissions process, requirements, tuition/housing/other and 
information about Tennessee Technological University, located in Cookeville, TN. Q&A 
session to follow if time permits. 
 

 

 


